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Abstract
Two-dimensional responsive materials that change shape into complex three-dimensional 

structures are valuable for creating systems ranging from wearable electronics to soft robotics. 
Typically, the final 3D structure is unique and predetermined through the materials’ processing.  
Here, we use theory and simulation to devise a distinctive approach for driving shape changes of 
2D elastic sheets in fluid-filled microchambers. The sheets are coated with catalyst to generate 
controllable fluid flows, which transform the sheets into complex 3D shapes. A given shape can 
be achieved by patterning the arrangement of the catalytic domains on the sheet and introducing 
the appropriate reactant to initiate a specific catalytic reaction. Moreover, a single sheet that 
encompasses multiple catalytic domains can be transformed into a variety of 3D shapes through 
the addition of one or more reactants. Materials systems that morph on-demand into a variety of 
distinct structures can simplify manufacturing processes and broaden the utility of soft materials. 

 

Introduction

The shape-morphing of two-dimensional elastic materials into three-dimensional structures 

is a vital and ubiquitous transformation in biological systems1–3, as evidenced, for example, by the 

morphogenesis in cells and tissues4, the formation of well-defined curvatures in growing flowers 

and leaves5, and reconfiguration of seedpods in the release of seeds1. The functionality of such 

biological reconfigurations has inspired the development of synthetic shape-changing materials 

that are useful for soft robotics6–8, biomedical devices9,10, soft actuators11, and bioinspired 

engineering12,13. Typically, shape-morphing structures are created by introducing non-uniform 

internal stresses within layers of soft, compliant materials, such as shape memory polymers14,15, 

stimuli-responsive hydrogels16–19, and liquid-crystalline elastomers20,21. The inhomogeneous 

stresses can be generated by joining 2D materials with different mechanical properties22,23, or  

incorporating gradients16,24,25 and spatially varying micropatterns within the layers18,26,27.  Once 

these stress patterns have been inscribed into the material, the 2D structures can morph into 3D 

forms with the application of external stimuli (such as light, pressure, temperature, electro-

magnetic fields, absorbed fluids28–33). The final 3D configuration, however, is completely 

predetermined by the pattern of built-in stresses or material characteristics. Here, we use 
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computational modeling34,35  to design self-contained systems where a single catalyst-coated 2D 

sheet in solution generates the fluid flows that, in turn, controllably transform one sheet into 

multiple 3D structures. The advent of materials systems where a single sample can morph on-

demand into a variety of distinct shapes has the potential to dramatically simplify manufacturing 

processes and broaden the utility and applicability of soft materials.

In devising these mutable materials, we focus on compliant sheets that are coated with 

patches of different catalysts and immersed in a fluid-filled microchamber. We take advantage of 

the chemo-mechanical transduction that converts the energy of the catalytic reaction into the 

motion of the confined fluid36,37. We also exploit the specificity of catalytic reactions: the catalysis 

is only activated in the presence of certain reactants. In effect, the appropriate reactants (and 

products) serve as inherent chemical stimuli that enable the structural transformation. For example, 

depending on the chemical stimuli, the same enzyme-coated sheet can morph into either a dome-

like or bowl-like or rolled shaped structure (as detailed below). The set of 3D shapes that are 

formed can be altered by the varying the elastic properties of the sheet, and the shape and position 

of the different catalytic patches on the sheet. To complement these computational studies, we 

develop a lubrication model capable of capturing the initial dynamic behavior of the elastic sheet. 

Notably, when the ratio of the thickness of the fluidic domain to its length is sufficiently small, the 

lubrication model shows quantitative agreement with the key phenomena observed in the 

simulations.

Such chemically-driven shape-morphing structures can facilitate the development of 

“multi-tasking” soft robots that operate in a self-sustained manner in fluidic environments. Since 

a single sheet can be fashioned into different forms, the soft robot could perform a range of tasks, 

without the need for extensive extraneous control, or thermal and electric input36,37. Moreover, 

these sheets can act as effective chemical sensors: the morphing of the sheet into a specific 

structure can reveal the presence of a particular chemical in the solution. Additionally, a single 

sheet coated with multiple enzymatic patches could be used to perform several assays 

simultaneously in microfluidic devices.

Results

Theoretical modelling of chemically active sheets

We consider a fluid-filled microchamber that contains an enzyme-coated elastic sheet (Fig. 

1a). The elastic sheet is modeled as a planar network of chemically active nodes, with positions N
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( ), that are interconnected by elastic rods shown in white in the inset of Fig. 1a. The kr 1 k N£ £

enzymatic reactions on the surface of the sheet are coupled to the motion of the surrounding fluid 

through a solutal buoyancy mechanism. Namely, the enzymes decompose the chemical reactants 

into products, which can occupy different volumes than the reactants and thus alter the local 

density of the fluid. In response to the spatial distribution of chemicals, the fluid density can be 

approximated as , where  is the solvent density,  is the concentration of 0 (1 )i iCr r b= + å 0r iC

chemical species i and   are the corresponding solutal expansion coefficients. Since 
0

1
i

iC
rb

r
¶

=
¶

the temperature changes due to the chemical reactions considered here are small and the thermal 

expansion coefficients are significantly smaller than the solutal expansion coefficients, we treat 

the systems as isothermal. We also neglect any enthalpic changes associated with the mixing of 

the chemical species. 

The density variation in the solution gives rise to a buoyancy force per unit volume that is 

given by , where  is gravitational acceleration. This buoyancy force density 0b i iCr b= åF g g

drives the spontaneous motion of the fluid. If the products of the reactions are less dense than the 

reactants, the product-rich fluid flows upward and the reactant-rich fluid flows along the surface 

toward the patch. This motion is referred to as “inward” flow. Alternatively, if the products are 

denser than the reactants, then the product-rich fluid flows along the surface and away from the 

patch to produce an “outward” flow. 

The generated fluid flow in turn drags the constituent nodes of the elastic sheet, and thus, 

affects the configurations of this layer. As a result, the nodes forming the sheet experience elastic 

forces , which resist the stretching and bending of bonds connecting the nodes. The elastic elF

forces are characterized by the stretching ( ) and bending ( ) moduli and are governed by the sk bk

linear constitutive relations for a Kirchoff rod38 (see Methods). The excluded volume of the sheet 

is modeled through a “node-node” (nn) steric repulsion between two nodes  and  as l k

, where is the Morse potential: ( )( )nn
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Here,  is the distance between nodes,  and are the respective strength and the width | |l kr = -r r e w

of the potential, and  is the equilibrium distance characterizing the potential. The steric repulsion 0r

between nodes and any of the six confining walls (denoted nw) is described by ( ) ,jWnw
k k-F r r

where denotes the vector between node and closest point on the wall  ( ).jW
k k-r r k jW 1 6j£ £

 is computed using the same functional form of the potential given in Eq. 1.  ( )( )nw U rr ¶
= -

¶
F

r

We assume that the density of the sheet ( ) is greater than the density of the solvent  sr 0( ).r

Therefore, all the nodes in the sheet experience a gravitational force , where is 0( )g sV r r= -F g V

the effective volume of each node, defined by the volume of the sheet divided by the total number 

of nodes in the sheet. The gravitational force drives the sedimentation of the sheet to the bottom 

of the chamber where this force is countered by the excluded volume interaction ( ) between nwF

the sheet nodes and the wall. With the chosen form of the repulsion potential (Eq. 1), we tuned 

parameters  and  to ensure that the equilibrium distance between a sheet node and the wall is e w

approximately equal to . 0r

The coupled, governing equations that describe the dynamic interactions between the 

elastic sheet and the flowing fluid are: the continuity and Navier-Stokes (in the Boussinesq 

approximation39) equations for the dynamics of an incompressible flow; the equation for the 

advection, diffusion and reaction of the dissolved chemical species ; and the equation for the iC

body force density acting on the fluid. The respective equations are 
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Here,  and  (in Eq. 3) are the local fluid velocity and pressure respectively,  is the kinematic u p n

viscosity of the fluid,   is the spatial gradient operator, and  is the density of the material Ñ sr

forming the sheet. The body force density (force per unit volume)  is the sum of the buoyancy F
force density and the body force density applied to the fluid by the immersed elastic sheet. The 

immersed boundary method (IBM)40 is used to treat the fluid-structure interactions between the 

solution and the elastic sheet (see Methods). 

The i-th reagent of concentration  diffuses with the diffusion constant . The chemical iC iD

is consumed or produced at the position of catalytic node  of the sheet with a reaction rate given kr

by  where  is the surface area per node. The catalytic reactions are modeled using Michaelis-dSK S

Menten reaction rates41. The Michaelis-Menten model is one of the most well-known and widely used 

models for enzyme kinetics, and hence we use this approach in our model. Thus, the rate of reaction dK

per unit area, is given as 

(6)
enzyme
,sheetm i

d
M i

r C
K

K C
=

+

Here,  (in units of molarity, M) is the Michaelis-Menten constant. The maximal reaction rate MK

 (in units of ) is described by the product of the reaction rate per molecule enzyme
,sheet [ ]m er k E= -2 -1Mm s

of enzyme  and the areal concentration of enzyme, ( ).ek -1(s ) [ ]E -2Mm

We use no-slip boundary conditions for the fluid flow ( ) at the confining walls of the =u 0

chamber.  For the concentration of chemical , we use two different boundary conditions at the iC

solid walls: (i) no chemical penetration through the walls, and (ii) the walls are coated with enzyme 

and take part in the catalytic reactions. The respective boundary conditions at the solid walls, with 

surface normal pointing into the fluid domain, are specified asn̂

(7)enzyme
,wall

0 (i) no-flux wall      

      (ii) enzyme-coated wall
i

i m i

M i

CD r C
n

K C

ìïï¶ ïï- = íï¶ ïï +ïî

The numerical methods for solving the governing equations (Eqs. 2 to 5) with the specific 

boundary conditions (Eq. 7) are described in the Methods section and the parameters relevant to 

chemical reactions are provided in Tables 1 and 2.
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The fluid velocities generated by the catalytic reactions at the surface of the sheet and the 

elastic parameters of the sheet determine the sheet’s configuration via Eq. 5. The speed of the fluid 

flow is controlled by the rate of chemical transformations, which depends on the per-node area of 

the enzyme-coated surface S, the magnitude of the reaction rate per molecule of enzyme ( ), and ek

areal concentration of the enzyme molecules [E]. The buoyancy force  generated in a chamber of 

height  with initial concentration of chemical  can be characterized by the Grashof number, H 0C

 , which implies that the flow velocities can be increased by either using chemicals with 
3

0
2

g C Hb
n

higher expansion coefficients, increasing the initial concentration of chemicals, or increasing the 

height of the chamber.  
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Figure 1. Shape-morphing of an active sheet. (a) Schematic view of a fluid chamber containing an 
enzyme-coated elastic sheet.  The zoom-in shows a network of nodes (marked by green dots) in 
the elastic sheet and the flexible bonds between nodes (white lines). (b) Each node decomposes 
reactant into products. For example, a catalase-coated sheet decomposes hydrogen peroxide (

) into the less dense products water ( ) and oxygen ( ), which rise upward to produce 2 2H O 2H O 2O
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inward convective flow at the bottom of the chamber. (c-d) Self-folding of the catalase-coated 
sheet into an envelope-like (c) structure for bending modulus of the sheet . For 20.40 pN mmbk =  
larger bending modulus , the sheet morphs into a dome-like structure (d) (see 2( 0.49pN mm )bk =
Movie S1). Black arrows indicate the direction and magnitude of the fluid flow and the color bar 
indicates the concentration of  in the solution. Fluid flows at two vertical planes passing 2 2H O
through the middle of the chamber are projected onto two vertical walls of the chamber. The 
configurations of the elastic sheet in (c-d) are respectively at 390 and 320 minutes after the start 
of the catalytic reaction. The stretching modulus of the sheet is taken as The reaction 20pN.sk =

rate is . (e-f) Plots for the corresponding Gaussian curvature, ,  for catalase 6 2 1
,sheet 5.2 10 mol m smr

- - -= ´ K
the sheet configurations in (c) and (d). Here, (i,j) denotes the position of the node. The color bar 
indicates the Gaussian curvature normalized by its maximum magnitude. 

Chemically controlled shape-morphing of an elastic sheet

The simplest chemically active element considered here is a square sheet that is uniformly 

coated with the enzyme catalase on both the top and bottom surfaces (Fig. 1a). The sheet is 

 in size and the thickness of the sheet is (see Methods). The initially 2.25mm 2.25mm´ 0.26mm

flat sheet is immersed in an aqueous solution and placed parallel to the bottom wall at a height of  

 above this wall.  When hydrogen peroxide ( ) is uniformly distributed in the chamber, 01.2r 2 2H O

the catalase coating decomposes this reactant into the lighter products, water ( ) and oxygen (2H O

),2O

                                                (8)Catalase
2 2 2 2

1H O H O O
2

¾ ¾ ¾® +

Since the solutal expansion coefficient for oxygen is approximately an order of magnitude smaller36 than 

that for hydrogen peroxide, we neglect the contribution from the oxygen concentration to the density 

variation in the solution. Moreover, the reactions rates in this study are sufficiently low that the formation 

of oxygen bubbles can be ignored42. As the products of the reaction are less dense than , solutal 2 2H O

buoyancy drives the product-rich fluid to rise upward and generate an inward flow that is directed 

toward the center of the sheet along the bottom of the chamber. Figure 1b shows a schematic of 

the flow lines within a vertical plane passing through the center of the chamber. A similar cross-

section in the orthogonal vertical plane also exhibits an inward flow profile so that initially there 

is a global flow pattern that is symmetric about the center of the chamber. Notably, small changes 

in the chemical concentration within the microchamber are sufficient to drive fluid flows 

responsible for the shape changes in the elastic sheet34,43.
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The fluid flow generated by the enzymatic reaction drives the deformation of the 2D layer 

into a 3D structure. Since the sheet is uniformly coated with catalyst and characterized by specific 

values of the bending and stretching moduli, the flow-generated deformation of this 2D sheet 

yields one particular final 3D form. The 3D form, however, can be tailored by altering the bending 

modulus,  and stretching modulus,  of the sheet. Figures 1c-d display the shape-morphing of bk sk

the sheet into the respective envelope-like, and dome-like structures that are realized for two 

different values of (see MovieS1). bk

As indicated by the calculated velocity profiles (marked by black arrows in Figs. 1c-d), the 

chemically generated inward flows drag the edges (Figs. 1c) or center (Fig. 1d) of the elastic sheet 

upward. The shape of the elastic sheet is determined by the competition between the elastic forces 

and the fluid drag. Notably, the edges of the sheet have fewer bounding neighbors than the center 

of the domain and hence are relatively more flexible than the central region. Thus, for low values 

of the bending modulus , the edges are sufficiently compliant that the fluid stream moving along 

the bottom wall and towards the center can drive these edges to fold over into the envelope-like 

state (Fig. 1c). The bending modulus for this state is   . For higher bending 20.40 pN mmbk =

modulus ( ), the elastic forces are sufficiently high that the sheet can only be 20.49pN mmbk =

deformed by the convergence of all the flow streams at the center of the domain and thus, just the 

middle of the sheet is distorted by the merging inward flow, which yields the dome-like shape in 

Fig. 1d. The sheet configurations remain stable for a few hours until the reactant concentration is 

sufficiently low that the generated convective flow cannot support this shape.  After the reagent is 

depleted, the fluid flow stops and the sheet unfolds and resumes its initial flat configuration.  

These different 3D structures can be characterized by the Gaussian and mean curvatures. 

With two principle curvatures of  and  of a surface patch, the Gaussian curvature ( ) and 1k 2k K

mean curvature ( ) are defined as   and , respectively. The mean and CH 1 2K k k= 1 2( ) / 2CH k k= +

Gaussian curvatures at each node of the elastic sheet are computed using a model of discretized 

surfaces44 (see SI). The distributions of Gaussian curvature evaluated at the nodes of the sheet are 

shown in Figs. 1e-f for the different configurations. The self-folded state has four-fold symmetry 

in the distributions of Gaussian curvature, while the dome-like state is easily distinguished by the 

well-defined positive Gaussian curvature at the center of the sheet. Additionally, these different 
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shape morphing structures can be characterized by the distribution of the bending and elastic 

energy of the sheet (see Fig. S6 and Fig. S7). 

Figure 2. Multiple shape changes from one sheet in response to different chemical stimuli. (a) 
Schematic view of a fluid chamber containing a catalase-coated (green region) and acid 
phosphatase-coated (red) elastic sheet. Two side walls of the fluid chamber are coated with urease 
(yellow). (b) When the fluid chamber is filled with an aqueous solution of , the reaction on 2 2H O
the sheet’s surface drives upward fluid flow , which deforms the sheet into the dome-like shape. 
(c) In the presence of an aqueous solution of PNPP, the upward fluid flow due to the catalytic 
reaction at the AP-coated region (marked by red) transforms the elastic sheet into a 3D bowl-like 
structure. (d)  With the introduction of an aqueous solution of urea, the two urease-coated side 
walls (marked by UR in panel (a)) produce a denser product, ammonium bicarbonate. The product 
rich denser fluid flows downwards close to the side walls and the fluid rises upward away from 
these side walls. These non-uniform fluid flows morph the sheet into the rolled-shaped structure 
(see Movie S2).  The configurations of the elastic sheet in (b to d) are at 390 minutes after the start 
of the catalytic reaction. The bending and stretching moduli of the sheet are and 20.22 pN mmbk =

respectively. Reaction rates are , 20pNsk = CAT 6 2 1
,sheet 3.6 10 mol m smr

- - -= ´

, and .AP 8 2 1
,sheet 4.7 10 mol m smr

- - -= ´ UR 6 2 1
,sheet 1.8 10 mol m smr

- - -= ´

Designing multiple shape transformations with different chemical stimuli

In the above examples, the formation of different 3D shapes was achieved by changing the 

elastic moduli of the material. Such changes cannot be accomplished “on the fly”, but rather 
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require alterations to the thickness or constituent materials of the sheet. To overcome this 

limitation, we develop design rules for creating multiple 3D shape-morphing structures from the 

same elastic sheet. In particular, the fluid is spatially and temporally “patterned” to display non-

uniform flows, which permit local and controllable deformations of the sheet. As illustrated by the 

examples below, the spatio-temporal patterning of the fluid can be achieved by coating different 

regions of the sheets and the chamber walls with distinct enzymes and introducing the appropriate 

chemical stimuli (reactant) that enables specified regions of the chamber to be activated. 

Dome-like, bowl-like, and roll-shaped structures

To demonstrate proof-of-principle of these design rules, we consider a square elastic sheet 

coated with catalase (CAT) and acid phosphatase (AP) in a fluid-filled chamber where two of the 

side walls are coated with urease (UR) (Fig. 2a).  The inner region of the sheet (marked in green) 

is coated with the catalase and the outer region (marked with red) is coated with the AP. The two 

side walls marked in yellow are covered with (UR) and the sheet is initially placed at the bottom 

of this chamber. To create one of the possible shapes, is introduced into the aqueous solution. 2 2H O

Due to the specificity of the catalysts, only the catalase-coated region of the sheet is activated, 

leading to the decomposition of into the lighter products (Eq. 8) and the resultant inward 2 2H O

flows (indicated by black arrows in Fig. 2b). Hence, the upward movement of the light products 

above the catalase-coated region of the sheet and the flow along the surface towards the catalase 

lift the central portion upward, away from the bottom wall. This upward motion morphs the elastic 

sheet into a dome-like structure (Fig. 2b, MovieS2). 

The AP-coated outer region of the sheet (marked by red) can be selectively activated by 

introducing p-nitrophenylphosphate hexahydrate (PNPP) into the solution. The enzyme acid 

phosphatase decomposes PNPN into p-nitrophenol (PNP) and monosodium phosphate 

2 4(NaH PO ),

                                                                                         (9)acid phosphatase
2 4PNPP PNP NaH PO¾ ¾ ¾ ¾ ¾® +

The products of this reaction are lighter than the PNPP reactant. In the absence of , the 2 2H O

catalase-coated region of the sheet remains chemically inactive. Hence, when PNPP is added to 

the solution, it is solely the catalytic reaction at the outer region that drives the product rich fluid 

to move upward and generates inward convective fluid flow at the edges of the sheet. This upwards 

fluid flow drags these edges away from the bottom, while the chemically inactive central region 
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remains close to the wall. Consequently, the upward movement of the edges gives rise to a bowl-

like shape (Fig. 2c, MovieS2).

The activation of the catalyst on the coated side walls provides another means of patterning 

the flow field and thereby morphing the same sheet into yet another 3D structure (Fig. 2d). When 

urea ( ) is added to the chamber, the enzyme urease on the side walls (marked by UR) 2 2(NH ) CO

decomposes urea into ammonium bicarbonate (  and  ions),4NH +
3HCO -

                                                                                          (10)urease
2 2 4 3(NH ) CO NH HCO+ -¾ ¾ ¾® +

In this case, the products are denser than the reactant and the motion of the product-rich stream 

leads to outward flow, moving away from the side walls along the bottom surface. This flow is 

marked by the black arrows on the non-coated side wall in Fig. 2d. This conversion of reactant to 

product and resultant flow pattern remains localized near the coated walls since the enzymatic 

reaction is confined to this area. This outward flow pushes the two long edges together to yield the 

roll-shaped structure (Fig. 2d, MovieS2). 

In the above cases, three distinct shape transformations are achieved from the same 

chemically-patterned sheet simply by introducing different chemical stimuli. Features of the 3D 

structures can be tailored by tuning the chemical properties of the sheet. For example, the height 

of the dome-like state (Fig. 2b) can be controlled by varying the maximal reaction rate of the 

catalase-catalyzed reaction (Fig. S3). In particular, an increase in   generates fluid enzyme
,sheet [ ]m er k E=

flows with higher velocities and consequently, greater lift at the center of the sheet (Fig. S3). 

Similarly, the height of the corners of the bowl-like state (Fig. 2c) can be tuned by varying the 

maximal rate of the AP-catalyzed reaction (Fig. S4). The shape of the dome-like or bowl-like state 

can also be regulated by varying the area and configuration of the catalytic patches. 
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Figure 3. Designing multiple shape transformations with different chemical stimuli. (a) Schematic 
view of a fluid chamber containing multiple enzymes coated on an elastic sheet. Two opposite 
corners are coated with enzymes catalase (green region) and other two corners are coated with 
urease (yellow region). The rest of the elastic sheet is coated with acid phosphatase (red region). 
(b) With the introduction of an aqueous solution of , the upward fluid flow at the CAT-2 2H O
coated region drives the sheet into a wing-like shape. (c) In the presence of an aqueous solution of 
PNPP, the AP-coated region creates upward fluid flow at the center of the sheet that enables the 
elastic sheet to morph into dome-like structure. (d) With the introduction of an aqueous solution 
of , PNPP and Urea, the combination of the upward fluid flow generated by the catalytic 2 2H O
reactions on the catalase-coated and AP-coated regions and downward fluid flow generated by the 
catalytic reaction on the urease-coated region give rise to this saddle shape structures (see Movie 
S3). The configurations of the elastic sheet in (b)-(d) are respectively at 490, 420 and 236 minutes 
after the start of the catalytic reaction. The bending and stretching moduli of the sheet are 

and respectively. Reaction rates are , 20.22pN mmbk = 20pNsk = CAT 6 2 1
,sheet 3.4 10 mol m smr

- - -= ´

, and .AP 8 2 1
,sheet 5.1 10 mol m smr

- - -= ´ UR 6 2 1
,sheet 2.3 10 mol m smr

- - -= ´

Wing-like, dome-like, and saddle-shaped structures

Sheets coated with more intricate designs of catalytic patches can yield more complex 3D 

structures, as demonstrated in Fig. 3a where the elastic sheet is coated with catalase, acid 

phosphatase, and urease enzymes. Two opposing corners of the sheet are coated with catalase 
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(green patches) and the other two corners are coated with urease (yellow patches). The rest of the 

surface is coated with acid phosphatase (red patches). 

With the addition of  into the chamber, the two catalase-coated corners catalyze the 2 2H O

decomposition of according to the reaction in Eq. 8. The other regions of the sheet remain 2 2H O

chemically inactive. The resultant inward flow drags the corners upward and gives rise to the wing-

like shape in Fig. 3b (MovieS3). If only PNPP is added in the chamber, the cross-shaped, AP-

coated region becomes activated, while the other portions of the sheet are inactive. The AP-coated 

regions catalyze the transformation of PNPP to lighter products (via the reaction described in Eq. 

9). The resultant inward flow is centered at the middle of the sheet (indicated by black arrows in 

Fig. 3c) and the upward moving stream of fluid transforms the 2D elastic sheet into a dome-like 

state (Fig. 3c, MovieS3). 

In the above cases, only one specific enzyme-coated region is chemically activated. To 

activate all the enzyme-coated regions of the sheet, , PNPP and urea are simultaneously 2 2H O

added to the aqueous solution, where the elastically relaxed 2D elastic sheet is placed parallel to 

the bottom of the chamber (as in Fig. 3a). In the presence of all three reactants, three simultaneous 

catalytic reactions occur at different patches of the surface of the elastic sheet that transform , 2 2H O

PNPP and urea. The decomposition of  into lighter products generates an inward flow at the 2 2H O

two opposite CAT-coated corners of the sheet that lifts the two corners upward. At the other 

corners of the sheet, the decomposition of urea to heavier products generates a downward flow 

that keeps the two UR-coated corners close to the bottom surface. In addition, the decomposition 

of PNPP to lighter products creates upward flow at the middle of the sheet that drags the central 

AP-covered portion of the sheet upward. The combination of these inward and outward flows gives 

rise to a saddle-shape structure shown in Fig. 3d (see Movie S3). 
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Figure 4. Designing multiple shape transformations with different chemical stimuli. (a) Schematic 
view of a fluid chamber containing a rectangular elastic sheet that is coated with catalase (green 
patches) and acid phosphatase (red patches) to form stripe patterns. Two side walls are coated with 
urease (yellow region). (b) With the introduction of an aqueous solution of , the upward fluid 2 2H O
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flow at the catalase-coated region (due to the decomposition of  to lighter products) drives 2 2H O
the sheet into a wavy structure with two peaks. (c) In the presence of aqueous solution of PNPP, 
the AP-coated regions decompose reactant PNPP into lighter products thereby creating an upward 
fluid flow that morphs the elastic sheet to into a complex wavy-structure. (d) With the introduction 
of an aqueous solution of urea, the urease-coated two side walls decompose urea to heavier 
products, which generates downward fluid flow close to the two side walls and upward fluid flow 
at the middle of the chamber  (due to continuity of the flow). This non-uniform convective fluid 
flow transforms the elastic sheet into a dome-like shape at the middle and roll-shaped structures at 
the two side ends of the sheet (see Movie S4). The configurations of the elastic sheet in (b to d) 
are at 530 minutes after the start of the catalytic reaction. The bending and stretching moduli of 
the sheet are and respectively. Reaction rates are 20.25pN mmbk = 20pNsk =

,  and .CAT 6 2 1
,sheet 3.7 10 mol m smr

- - -= ´ AP 8 2 1
,sheet 2.1 10 mol m smr

- - -= ´ UR 6 2 1
,sheet 1.8 10 mol m smr

- - -= ´

Multiple wavy structures

In the third example, we consider a striped, rectangular sheet that can morph into multiple 

wavy structures in the presence of different chemical stimuli (Fig. 4). The striped, elastic sheet 

contains catalase-coated (green) and acid-phosphatase coated (red) stripes. The two side walls 

(marked with UR) are coated with urease. With the introduction of , inward fluid flow is 2 2H O

generated at the catalase-coated region (indicated by black arrows in Fig. 4b). This movement of 

the lighter products drags the catalase-coated regions upward and transforms the flat sheet into a 

wavy structure (Fig. 4b, MovieS4). Initially, the number of peaks in the wavy structure is equal to 

the number of catalase-coated patches. As the reaction reaches completion, the sheet forms only 

one central peak due to convective flow about the center of the sheet (see black arrows). By 

reducing the number of peaks in the sheet and concomitantly increasing the size of the convective 

vortexes, the system reduces the elastic energy stored in the sheet and the energy dissipated within 

the fluid. In this wavy structure, the AP-coated edges remain close to the bottom surface of the 

chamber as the AP-coated region is chemically inactive in the absence of PNPP. 

In the presence of both and PNPP, both the CAT- and AP-coated regions become 2 2H O

chemically active and decompose  and PNPP, respectively, to lighter products. The product-2 2H O

rich lighter fluid rises upward above both the CAT and AP patches and the sheet forms the complex 

wavy structure in Fig. 4c (taken at t=530 min), with the outer AP-coated edges in the upward 

configuration (MovieS4). As in a previous example, we harness the catalytic reaction on the two 

UR-coated walls by introducing urea into the chamber. (In the absence of and PNPP, the 2 2H O

catalase and AP-coated segments are chemically inactive.) The short coated walls (Fig. 4a) 
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decompose urea into heavier products, which generate an outward flow. The product-rich outward 

flow extends along the bottom surface and produces streams (one from each side) that move 

towards the center of this wall (indicated by black arrows on the bottom wall in Fig. 4d). These 

streams push the elastic sheet towards this central region and drive the edges of the sheet to fold 

over on themselves.  (Movie S4). 

Lubrication approximation for the initial dynamics of an elastic sheet

To gain additional insight into the early time behavior of the sheet and fluid flow near the 

sheet, we utilize lubrication theory45–47 and formulate a 2D description of a thin elastic sheet in a 

fluid-filled chamber of height H and length L (Fig. 5 in Methods). Here, the system is described 

by eqs. (23) and (24), presented in the Methods, that govern the dynamics of the sheet, the shape 

function , and reactant concentration, . The velocities  of the generated ( , )h x t ( , )c x t ( , , )x z tu

convective flows are determined through the functions  and . The parameters used ( , )h x t ( , )c x t
in the lubrication model are obtained by averaging data from the corresponding simulations (Figs. 

2a and 4a) and are summarized in the Methods. In the ensuing figures, the fluid flows are plotted 

in the spatial units of the layer thickness, H, and lateral domain size, L, but shapes of the sheet 

 are scaled by the initial sheet position .( , )h x t% %% 0h
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Figure 6. Comparison of the initial dynamics of the sheet obtained with the lubrication 
approximation (left panels) and simulations (right panels) for initial sheet locations =0.15 mm.  0h
(a) Top panels show the concentration variations along the chamber for three different instances 
of time. The concentration profile for the simulation is calculated as the average concentration of 

 over the depth of the chamber, . The two profiles show quantitative 2 2H O
1

0
( , 0.5, , )dzc x y z t %%%% %%

agreement for all three times. (b) Profiles of the sheet obtained with the lubrication model (left 
panels) and simulations (right panels). (c) Fluid flow above the sheet (y/L=0.5 in the simulations). 
In both the cases, the chemically active middle region spans 75% of the total area of the sheet. The 
dimensionless numbers, defined in the Methods, are , , , and 1.0Ra  72.1 10B   0.19D %

. Results for three different dimensionless times are shown in red, blue, and green and 0.19Q 
correspond to physical times t=8, 17, and 25 s. 

We first consider the behavior of the elastic sheet where the central portion is coated with 

catalase (Fig. 2a). Figure 6a shows a comparison between the concentration profiles for hydrogen 

peroxide, , obtained with the lubrication theory (left panels) and the simulations (right ( , )c x t%%%

panels). The distribution of reactant (Fig. 6a) above the sheet generates an inward flow (Fig. 6c), 

which deforms the sheet into a dome-like structure (Fig. 6b). The shapes of the profiles  ( , )h x t% %%

obtained with the lubrication model (left) and the simulations (right) show qualitative agreement, 

with both approaches capturing the upward distension due to the inward flow (Fig. 6c). 
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Figure 7. Initial dynamics of the elastic sheet and fluid flow obtained from the lubrication 
approximation for initial sheet position mm at time, . The sheet’s chemically 0 0.15h  0.012t =%

active middle portion is located in the interval . (a) Profile of the reactant 0.3 / 0.7x L 
concentration . (b) Shape of the sheet . (c, e) Fluid flows above (c) and below (e) the ( , )c x t%%% ( , )h x t% %%
sheet are shown with the streamlines and black arrows. Blue line shows the location of the sheet 

. (d) Horizontal  (black line) and vertical  (red line) ( , )h x t% %% ( , 0.5 , )u x z h t  %%% %% ( , , )w x z h t  %%% %%

components of the fluid velocity below the sheet. (f) Horizontal fluid flow profile  below ( , , )u x z t %% %%
the sheet reveals the inward fluid flow towards the center. 

Figures 7a-e show the flow predicted from the lubrication model for time  (for 0.012t =%

the same parameters as in Fig. 6). The distribution of reactant (Fig. 7a) generates two convective 

vortexes above the sheet (Fig. 7c) that drag the sheet’s central region upward. Due to the fluid 

continuity, the rate of the sheet’s upward motion is controlled by the amount of fluid that flows 

under the sheet from the left and right sides of the domain (Fig. 7e). In response to this influx and 

flow profile below the sheet, the sheet’s edges and central region move downward (Fig. 7b) while 

the regions around  and  move upward. The profiles of the horizontal / 0.3x L  / 0.7x L 

 (red) and vertical  (black) components of the fluid velocity below the ( ,0.5 , )u x h t %%% % ( , , )w x h t %%% %

sheet (Fig. 7d) emphasize that the spatial variations in the fluid correlate with local displacements 

and deformations of the sheet. Namely, the horizontal component, , of the fluid velocity goes u%

through zero and changes sign while the vertical component, , attains negative values at the w%
central region (Fig. 7d, f). 
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The lubrication model reveals that the early dynamic behavior of the sheet is controlled by 

the sheet’s initial distance from the bottom wall, . Specifically, Fig. S5 reveals that for the same 0h

dimensionless time , sheets closer to the bottom wall are more slowly deformed by the imposed t%

fluid drag.  Fluid fluxes from the two side walls (and flowing beneath the sheet) are smaller for 

sheets closer to the bottom wall, accounting for the smaller deformations of the latter samples. 

Additionally, the smaller gap between the moving sheet and the bottom wall introduces larger fluid 

shear stresses that act to slow down the structural evolution of the sheet. 

Figure 8. Initial dynamics of the elastic sheet with multi-patches active patches obtained within 
lubrication approximation (left panels) and simulations (right panels) =0.15 mm. The geometry 0h
and locations of four catalase-coated patches are the same as in the case in Fig. 4(a). (a) Top panels 
show variations of the concentration  along the chamber at the time . (b) The ( , )c x t%%% 0.004t %
sheet profiles with four peaks obtained in the lubrication model (left panel) and simulations (right 
panel). (c) Bottom panels show the fluid vortices above the sheet. Dimensionless parameters for 
the lubrication model are taken , , , and . 1.0Ra  86 10B   0.06D % 0.06Q 

We extend our theoretical model to examine sheets that are not uniformly coated with 

catalyst, but encompass multiple, finite-sized catalytic patches. We consider a rectangular elastic 

sheet with a pattern similar to that shown in Fig. 4a, however, the space previously occupied by 
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AP is now left uncoated. We use the same parameters for the catalytic reactions and sizes of the 

catalyst-coated regions in the lubrication theory and simulations. Figure 8 shows the concentration 

profiles  (Fig. 8a), the shape of the sheets (Fig. 8b), and the structures of the flow (Fig. 8c) ( , )c x t%%%

for this multi-patched catalase-coated sheet obtained with both approaches. The periodic 

arrangement of the catalase-coated regions produces a periodic distribution of the concentration of 

 (Fig. 8a), as well as a four-peak structure of the sheet profile (Fig. 8b). The flow pattern 2 2H O

exhibits two vortices of inward flow that are centered above each catalase-coated patch, as is 

apparent in both panels of Fig. 8c. The component of this inward flow that moves along the sheet’s 

surface and toward each side of a patch (see Fig. 8c) drags the sides of each patch inward and the 

upward flow above the center of a patch pulls this region upward. The combined drag imposed by 

these flows on the sheet produces the buckled pattern seen in both panels of Fig. 8b, which shows 

quantitative agreement between the lubrication theory and simulation.  

Discussion

We demonstrated the controllable shape transformations of chemically active, two-

dimensional sheets into well-defined three-dimensional structures in response to the appropriate 

chemical stimulus. A unique feature of these shape transformations is that they are driven by 

inherent phenomena that happen spontaneously when catalytic reactions occur in confined fluids. 

Namely, catalytic reactions at surfaces generate density gradients and thereby produce intrinsic 

solutal buoyancy forces (for the cases considered here). The latter forces act on the surrounding 

solution to propel the flow of the confined fluids.  The fluids in turn exert forces on thin, compliant 

layers immersed in the solution. Hence, with the addition of the reactant that initiates the catalytic 

reaction, the system itself generates the chain of interconnected, dynamic events that lead to the 

desired shape transformations of immersed, flexible sheets. In this sense, the shape transformations 

occur through a distinctive self-contained process.

Another distinctive feature of this system is that the spatio-temporal features of the fluid 

flow can be patterned through the choice and placement of the catalyst in a microchamber. Thus 

the forces acting on the immersed sheet can be tuned to yield the specific 3D morphology needed 

for a particular application. Here, the catalysts are localized on the surface of the sheets so that 

sheets themselves generate the necessary forces for their transformation.  

The desired 3D forms can be achieved by patterning the arrangement of the catalytic 

domains on the sheet and introducing the appropriate reactant to initiate one or more of the specific 
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catalytic reactions. As proof of principle, we showed how a single sheet that encompasses multiple 

catalytic domains can be transformed into a variety of 3D shapes through the addition of a 

particular reactant or the simultaneous addition of all the reactants. 

 Notably, the 3D shapes can be tailored by altering the flexibility and shapes of the elastic 

sheets, as well as the geometry of the fluid-filled container. Here, we showed that sheets differing 

solely in their elastic properties morphed into distinct geometries, depending on the stretching and 

bending moduli of the layer. For a sheet with a given coating, shape and flexibility, different shape-

changes could be induced by placing the sheet into containers with different geometries since the 

walls of the chamber strongly influence the velocities of the generated convective flows. 

Additional structural transformations could be induced through the use of cascade reactions, where 

the product of one reaction is the reactant for the next. Cascade reactions provide an effective 

means of controlling the spatio-temporal patterns in the fluid flows34 and hence can lead to yet 

different forms of shape-changing. These design rules can guide the creation of adaptive, soft 

robots and chemical sensors operating in a self-sustained manner and thus facilitate the 

development of portable, multifunctional of fluidic devices.

Methods

Numerical simulations

A lattice Boltzmann method (LBM) with a single relaxation-time D3Q19 scheme is used 

to solve the continuity and Navier-Stokes equations (Eq. 2 and 3) at each time step of the 

simulation,. The reaction-diffusion equation (Eq. 4) is solved using a finite difference approach 

with a forward-time central-space (FTCS) scheme. The immersed boundary (IB) approach is used 

to capture the fluid-structure interactions between elastic sheet and fluid. In the IB model, each 

node of the elastic sheet is represented by a sphere with effective hydrodynamics radius  that a

experiences fluid drag, characterized by the mobility . Thus, the effective thickness 1(6 )am ph -=

of the elastic sheet is equal to the diameter  of a single node. We keep the thickness of the sheet 2a

constant and vary the elastic modulus to alter the mechanical properties of the sheet. The forces  elF

exerted by the nodes of the elastic sheet on the fluid, calculated using the IB method, provide zero 

fluid velocities at the discretized nodes of the elastic sheet. Therefore, the IB approach 

approximates no-slip conditions for the fluid velocities at the nodes’ boundaries, as well as no fluid 
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permeation through the nodes of the sheet. Moreover, all these nodes are assumed to have the same 

chemical activity, which is proportional to (see Eq. 4).dSK

The velocity field  computed using the LBM method is used to advect the ( , , )x y zu u uu

chemical concentration (Eq. 4) and to update the position of nodes of the elastic sheet (Eq. 5).  The 

updated concentration field is then used to determine the buoyancy forces in Eq. 3. To simulate 

the shape morphing of the sheet, this procedure is repeated for  steps, which correspond to 72 10´

approximately 9 hours. The time step size, , in the simulation is  st

The size of the computational domain for Figs. 1-3 and Fig. 4 are  42 42 17x x xD ´ D ´ D

and , respectively, where the lattice Boltzmann unit  is . Thus, 102 17 17x x xD ´ D ´ D x 100μm

the physical dimensions of these two simulation boxes are and 4mm 4mm 1.5mm´ ´

, respectively. In the discretization of the elastic sheet, the distance 10mm 1.5mm 1.5mm´ ´

between two nearest neighboring nodes is set to . The lateral dimensions of the elastic sheet 1.5 x

in Figs. 1-3 and Fig. 4 are and  , respectively, and 2.25mm 2.25mm´ 8.85mm 1.05mm´ 0.26mm

in thickness. The equilibrium distance characterizing the Morse potential (Eq. 1),  is taken as 0r

. 1.3 x

Parameters characterizing the chemical reagents

Table 1 Physical properties of chemicals

Chemicals Density (g/cc)r Diffusivity D
2(m /s)

Molar mass mm

(g/mol)

Expansion 

coefficient b
-1(M )

2H O 1.00 - 18.015 -

2 2H O 1.45 91.43 10-´ 34.015 0.01056

PNPP 1.65 90.209 10-´ 371.14 0.1462

PNP 1.27 90.92 10-´ 139.11 0.02957

2 4NaH PO 2.04 90.88 10-´ 119.98 0.07092

2 2(NH ) CO 1.32 91.38 10-´ 60.06 0.01456

4 3(NH )HCO 1.59 91.48 10-´ 79.05 0.02933
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Table 2 Parameters characterizing the enzymes48,49

Enzyme  -1(s )ek (M)MK

acid phosphatase (AP) 26 0.00125

catalase (CAT) 52.1 10´ 0.093

urease (UR) 23000 0.0013

Figure 5. Schematic of the system analyzed within the lubrication approximation ( ). L H?
During a chemical reaction promoted by an enzyme localized on the surface of a flexible sheet 

 (blue line), the reactant with concentration  is decomposed into lighter products ( , )h x t ( , )C x t
(green). The buoyancy-driven flow, with velocity , deforms the sheet . The ( , , )x z tu ( , )h x t
background color illustrates the concentration of the chemical in the chamber. The function  ( )f x
on the bottom panel defines the active portion of the sheet where . Here,  is the length ( ) 1f x  aL
of the active region of the sheet. 

Lubrication approximation

In the lubrication approximation,45–47 we use a shape function  to characterize the ( , )h x t

dynamics of the neutrally buoyant sheet, which initially is suspended at the distance  0( ,0)h x h

from the bottom wall. The geometry of the system under consideration is shown in Fig. 5. We 
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assume that , which implies that sheet lies near the bottom wall, and , ( , )H h x t? ( , )| |~ 1h x t h
x L




=

which specifies that the slopes characterizing variations in shape are small. The latter assumption 

is applied during the entire structural evolution. The sheet’s shape is determined by a balance 

between the elastic forces and pressure above (p+) and below (p-) the sheet. Consequently, the 

quasi-steady shape (neglecting the inertia of the sheet) can be calculated from the beam equation50:

. (11)
4

4

hF p p
x

 
  



Note that values of  are related to the bending modulus   used in the simulations through the F b

expression , where  is the distance between two nearest neighbor nodes of the sheet. 0/bF b 0b

We assume that the solutal buoyancy-driven fluid flow is sufficiently slow and the corresponding 

Reynolds number is sufficiently small that the fluid velocity  above the  ( , , ), ( , , )u x z t w x z tu

sheet ( ) can be described by the continuity and Stokes equations. In the lubrication ( , )z h x t

approximation, these equations become:

(12a)0.u w
x z

  
 

 

(12b)0 ( , ).p g C x t
z

 


 


. (12c)
2

2 ,p u h z H
x z


  

  
 

Analogously, in the region below the sheet ( ), the fluid velocity satisfies: 0 ( , )z h x t 

, (13a)0u w
x z

  
 

 

, (13b)0p
z
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. (13c)
2

2 , 0p u z h
x z


  

  
 

The dynamics of the sheet is controlled by the fluid drag imposed on the sheet by the fluid flows 

and the velocities of the buoyancy-generated convection are known to strongly depend on the 

thickness of the liquid layer. Therefore, in the limit , we neglect the buoyancy effects ( , )h x t H=

below the elastic sheet, which is assumed to be impermeable to the fluid. 

We assume that the sheet is coated with an enzyme that decomposes a reactant into less 

dense products. For simplicity, we consider the decomposition of one chemical reactant of 

concentration .   In the limit of small Peclet numbers ( ) and in a domain where the horizontal c Lu
D

length-scale is much larger than the vertical one, the evolution of the reactant  can be ( , )c t x

described by the equation

, (14)
2

2 ( )
M

c c cD r f x
t x K c

 
 

  

where D is the diffusivity. The reaction rate (mol/m3s) involves the reaction rate of a [ ]r E k

single enzyme molecule k (s-1) and the concentration of the enzyme  (mol/m3).  is the [ ]E MK

Michaelis constant of the corresponding enzymatic reaction. The function  describes the ( )f x
shape of the catalytic area on the sheet (see Fig. 1),

1 / 2 / 2
( )

0 otherwise.
a aL x L

f x
  

 


At the solid walls that bound the domain, we impose no-slip boundary conditions ( ) and zero u 0

flux for the chemical concentrations ( ), where  is the normal vector to the wall.0c
n





n

Integrating equations (12b) and (13b), and using the relationship between  and p p

(eq. (11)),  the pressure above and below the sheet can be presented as 

(15)
0

0
0 4 4

0

( , , ) ( , ) ( , )( ),

( , ) ( , ) ( , )( ) / ,

p x z t p x t g c x t H z

p x t p x t g c x t H h F h x
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where the function  is determined from the requirement of a zero fluid flux across the 0 ( , )p x t

vertical section of the chamber (see further below). Integrating equations (12c) and (13c) for 

velocities and using the no-slip boundary conditions (  and ) on the walls, the 0u  0w 

horizontal velocities are given as

(16a) 0
0

( )( )( , , ) ( 2 ) 3 ,
6 x x

h z z Hu x z t g c h H z p 


  
   

(16b) 
5

0
05

( )( , , ) ( ) .
2 x x x

hh z zu x z t F p g c H h ch
x

 


  
       

Integrating the continuity equations above and below the sheet (eqs. (12a) and (13a)), expressions 

for the vertical fluid velocities can be derived through the horizontal components  and ( , , )u x z t

 as ( , , )u x z t

 and . (17)( , ', )( , , ) dz'
H

z

u x z tw x z t
x


 




0

( , ', )( , , ) dz'
z u x z tw x z t

x


 

 


From the equality of the two vertical velocities  at the location of the sheet, ( , , ) ( , , )w x z t w x z t 

, the function  is obtained as:( , )z h x t 0
xp

. (18)
5

0 3 3 3 30
3 3 5

1 2 ( )( 2 ( ) )
( ) 2x x x

ghp h F ch h c h H h h H
h H h x

                

The kinematic condition  provides the equation governing the ( , ) / ( , ( , ), )h x t t w x h x t t  

dynamics of the flexible sheet

. (19) 
3 3

5 0
3 3

1 ( ) 2 ( )
12 ( ) 2x x x

gh h h H F h ch c h H
t x h H h

 


                 

This equation is supplemented by the diffusion equation describing the transport of the reactant 

. (20)
2

2 ( )
M

c c cD r f x
t x K c

 
 

  

The sixth- and second-order partial differential equations, eqs. (20) and (21), are supplemented 

with the appropriate boundary conditions and initial conditions: 
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(21)

0

/ 2 : 0, / 2 : 0.
/ 2 : 0, / 2 : 0.

( , 0) , ( , 0)

S xx xxx xxxx S xx xxx xxxx

x x

ini

x L h h h x L h h h
x L c x L c
h x t h c x t c

        
    

   

Here,  and  are the lengths of the chamber and sheet, respectively. We assumed that there is L SL

no bending moment ( ) and shearing force ( ) acting at the ends of the sheet. The 0xxh  0xxxh 

fourth derivative of height ( ) at the two ends of the sheet models the assumption that the 0xxxxh 

pressures above and below the sheet are equal. 

Next, we introduce dimensionless variables marked with tildes

(22)0 ini 0, , ,h hh t t x xL c c cC    % % % %

and rewrite eqs. (19-21) in the form  

, (23)
3 3 5

0 0 0ini
53 3

00

( / ) 2 1
( / ) x x
h h H h h hch hB Ra c h c h

t x x H C Hh H h h

                               
% %

% %% %
% %% %% %% % %

, (24)
2

ini 0
2

ini 0

/ ( )
( ) /M

c C cc cD Q f x
t x K c C c

 
 

   
%% %% %

% % %

where we introduced the dimensionless ratios

. (25)
3 2
0 0 0 0

6 2 2
0

, , ,
12 24

h F g C h H D rB Ra D Q
L L L C

     
 

   %

The system is characterized by a number of different time scales; these time scales involve 

elastic , viscous , diffusive , and reactive  effects.  
6

3
0

12
B

L
h F
 

2

3
0 0 0

24
Ra

L
g C h


 


2

D
L
D

  0
Q

C
r

 

The dimensionless numbers (top row) can then be expressed in terms of these time scales (left 

column) as summarized in Table1. 

Table 3. Dimensionless parameters

3
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h FB
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2
0 0 0
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6
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L
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1B  4
0 0
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g C L HRa
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0 0
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3

0 0
612

C h FB
r L


2 2

0 0 0
224

g C h HRa
r L

 



0

2

C DD
r L

% 1Q 

We choose the following values for parameters representative of the numerical simulations: 

, , , , ,  3100mol mMK  0 0.15h mm 1.5H mm 4L mm 15 2 -21.5 10 kg m sF   -29.81msg 

, , , ,  and 3 1 -110 m skg   3 310 mkg  5 3 110 molm   9 2 -11.43 10 m sD   -3 -10.005mol m sr 

. These choices lead to the values for the dimensionless numbers listed 2 3
0 / 55.6 mol mC rL D  

in Table 2, where different choices of the characteristic time influences the magnitude of the 

dimensionless ratios.

Table 4. Values of the parameters

3
0

612
h FB

L





2
0 0 0

224
g C h HRa

L
  


 2

DD
L


%

0

rQ
C




99.7 10B s   1B  64.7 10Ra   58.7 10D  % 58.7 10D  %

32.1 10Ra s   72.1 10B   1Ra  0.19D % 0.19Q 

41.1 10D s   61.1 10B   5.4Ra  1D % 1Q 

41.1 10Q s   61.1 10B   5.4Ra  1D % 1Q 
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Even though at all the time scales , it is important to keep the term proportional to B Ra=

 in the film equation, eq. (23), because without this term (which multiplies the highest derivative B

term the profile of the sheet develops unphysical sharp kinks.

We choose the viscous time scale to be , which ensures . The time 
2

2
0 0 0

24
Ra

L
g C h H


 

 1Ra 

scale , together with dimensionless parameters , , and , are functions  of the initial Ra B D% Q

distance of the sheet from the bottom wall . We solve the coupled equations eqs (23) and (24) 0h

numerically. In these units, the results for =0.15 mm shown in the plots are obtained over the 0h

dimensionless time interval .0 0.012t %
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Using theory and simulation, we designed a catalyst-coated 2D sheet that controllably 
morphs into multiple 3D structures in fluid-filled microchambers. The advent of materials where 
a single sample morphs on-demand into various 3D shapes can dramatically simplify 
manufacturing processes and enable the creation of stand-alone, multi-functional soft robots. 
Currently, shape-morphing 2D structures encompass non-uniform internal stresses that yield a 
specific 3D form with the application of external stimuli. This final 3D configuration is unique 
and predetermined through the materials’ processing. Here, we harness the inherent chemo-
mechanical transduction that occurs when a reactant initiates a catalytic reaction in solution. The 
resultant chemical energy is transduced into the flow of the surrounding fluid. In turn, the forces 
from the flow “sculpt” the flexible sheet into the 3D shapes. We also exploit the fact that 
catalytic reactions can only be initiated by specific reactants. Hence, for a sheet encompassing 
multiple catalytic patches, the 3D shape can be controlled through the addition of a particular 
reactant or combination of reactants, enabling one sheet to form multiple architectures. Our 
models provide new insights into the relationships among catalytic reactions, patterns on the 
sheet, and generated flows, providing guidelines for driving novel 2D-to-3D shape 
transformations. 
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